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Abstra t
This paper publi ly reveals, motivates, and surveys the results of an ambitious hidden agenda for applying algebra to software engineering. The paper reviews sele ted
literature, introdu es a new perspe tive on nondeterminism, and features powerful
hidden oindu tion te hniques for proving behavioral properties of on urrent systems, espe ially re nements; some proofs are given using OBJ3. We also dis uss
where modularization, bisimulation, transition systems and ombinations of the obje t, logi , onstraint and fun tional paradigms t into our hidden agenda.

1 Introdu tion
Algebra an be useful in many di erent ways in software engineering, in luding
spe i ation, validation, language design, and underlying theory. Spe i ation
and validation an help in the pra ti al produ tion of reliable programs, advan es in language design an help improve the state of the art, and theory
an help with building new tools to in rease automation, as well as with showing orre tness of the whole enterprise. The utility, vitality and growing links
with other areas all suggest the existen e of a signi ant emerging eld, that
might be alled `algebrai engineering'. Although its mathmati al roots lie
within the framework of universal (also alled `general') algebra, as pioneered
by Noether, Birkho , Tarski and others, it is part of omputer s ien e. Its resear h agenda involves extending universal algebra to a ount for the realities
of modern software, and this paper is largely fo used on foundational aspe ts
of that programme. However, our agenda also in ludes the broader task of
providing real support for pra ti al software engineering.
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1.1 Algebrai Engineering and the Obje t paradigm

Today's software systems are often on urrent and distributed, with interfa es
that en apsulate lo al states. These features are the ore of what has ome to
be alled the `obje t paradigm', whi h may be des ribed as omprising:
1 obje ts, with lo al state , plus attributes and methods;
2 lasses, to lassify obje ts through an inheritan e hierar hy ; and
3 on urrent distributed operation.
Some perhaps less basi but still important aspe ts in lude the following:
4 en apsulation and distribution of state;
5 overloading and overwriting of methods and attributes, in luding polymorphism and dynami binding;
6 nondeterminism, whi h is losely related to on urren y and distribution;
7 rea tivity and message passing ; and
8 abstra t (also alled `deferred') lasses.
These are less basi be ause it an be argued that 4 is already impli it in
1, 5 in 2, 6 and 7 in 3, and 8 in the proof orientation of our programme.
Items 1 and 4 onstitute the older notion of abstra t ma hine, whi h already
supports data abstra tion. The obje t paradigm adds support for ode reuse
through inheritan e, and an aÆnity for on urren y. The hidden algebrai
engineering des ribed in the body of this paper pays parti ular attention to
the obje t paradigm. However, we would emphasize that our results apply
to ordinary programs and their omponents, sin e these an be regarded as
abstra t ma hines.
All this raises many diÆ ult hallenges, for both theory and pra ti e. To better
understand the situation, it is useful to distinguish among designing, oding
and verifying (i.e., proving properties of) software systems. Most of the literature addresses ode veri ation, but this an be ex eedingly diÆ ult in
pra ti e. Moreover, empiri al studies have shown that little of the ost of software arises from oding errors: most of the ost of orre ting programs omes
from design and requirements errors [8℄. Be ause many important programs
are written in obs ure and/or obsolete languages with omplex ugly semanti s,
are very poorly do umented, and are very large, often several million lines,
it is usually an enormous e ort to verify them, and it is very rarely worth
the e ort. We all this area the semanti swamp, and re ommend that it be
avoided. An additional problem is that programs in everyday use are evolving, be ause their ontext of use is evolving; this ontext in ludes omputer
hardware, operating systems, tax laws, user requirements, and mu h more.
Therefore the e ort of verifying yesterday's version is largely wasted, be ause
even small ode modi ations an require large proof modi ations: proof is
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a dis ontinuous fun tion of truth.
The above suggests that it is better to fo us on design and spe i ation than
on veri ation. But these are also diÆ ult, be ause the properties that people
really want, su h as se urity, deadlo k freedom, liveness, ease of use, and ease
of maintenan e, are omplex, not always formalisable, and even when they
are formalisable, may involve subtle intera tions among remote parts of the
system. However, formal semanti s an ontribute to solving these problems.
It is well known that most of the e ort in programming goes into debugging and maintaining (i.e., improving and updating) programs [8℄. Therefore
anything that an be done to ease these pro esses has enormous e onomi
potential. One step in this dire tion is to `en apsulate data representations';
this means to make the a tual data invisible, and to provide a ess to it only
via a given set of operations whi h retrieve and modify the hidden data stru ture. Then the implementing ode an be hanged without having any e e t
on other ode that uses it. If on the ontrary, lient ode relies on properties
of the representation, it an be extremely hard to tra k down all the onsequen es of modifying a given data stru ture (say, hanging a doubly linked
list to an array), be ause the lient ode may be s attered all over the program, without any lear identifying marks, and may use the respresentation in
unexpe ted ways. This helps to explain why the so- alled year 2,000 (`Y2K')
problem is so diÆ ult.
An en apsulated data stru ture with its a ompanying operations is alled an
abstra t data type . The ru ial advan e here was to re ognize that operations
should be asso iated with data representations; this is exa tly the same insight that advan ed algebra from mere sets to algebras , whi h are sets with
their asso iated operations. In software engineering this insight seems to have
been due to David Parnas [83℄, and in algebra to Emmy Noether [98℄; its
systematisation was pioneered by Garrett Birkho [7℄, but see also [100℄.
It turns out that although abstra tion as isomorphism is enough for algebras
representing data values (numbers, ve tors, et .), other important problems in
software engineering need the more general notion of behavioral abstra tion,
where two models are onsidered abstra tly the same if they exhibit the same
behavior. The usual many sorted algebra is not ri h enough for this: we must
distinguish sorts used for data values from sorts used for states, and we need
a behavioral notion of satisfa tion; these are developed in Se tion 2.
In line with the general dis ussion of software methodology above, we want
to prove properties of spe i ations, not properties of ode. Often the most
important property of a spe i ation is that it re nes another spe i ation, in
the sense that any model (i.e., any ode realizing) the se ond is also a model of
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the rst. Methodologi ally, this orresponds to verifying a design 1. In line with
the previous paragraph, we want to verify behavioral properties and behavioral
re nements; this is usually mu h easier than verifying the orresponding ode.
Behavioral re nement is mu h more general than ordinary re nement, and
many of the enormous variety of lever implementation te hniques that o ur
in pra ti e require this extra generality; by ontrast, re nement in so- alled
model-based methods (like Z) orresponds to redu ing nondeterminism, and is
inadequate for verifying many real designs. Se tion 3.5 des ribes te hniques for
verifying behavioral re nements, also showing that redu ing nondeterminism
is a spe ial ase of our notion of re nement.
The most important item on our agenda is to provide e e tive support for
proving behavioral properties of systems, in luding re nement. We believe
hidden algebra allows simpler proofs than other formalisms, be ause it an
exploit algebrai stru ture that is dis arded by most other approa hes.
Hidden algebra developed with the obje t paradigm in mind [32,41℄, but it also
supports ombinations of the fun tional, logi , and obje t paradigms [33,47℄;
see Se tion 2.5 and Appendix B, and [43℄. The key to ombining di erent
paradigms is to ombine their underlying semanti s at an appropriate level of
abstra tion, espe ially their logi a, as advo ated in [50℄. Note that ordinary
imperative programming is the spe ial ase of hidden algebra where the obje ts orrespond to program variables; hen e our work applies to traditional
on urrent and sequential programming 2.
Be ause we use hidden sorts to spe ify lasses, order sorted algebra [40,53,51℄
provides a natural way to handle inheritan e; in addition, it supports partial
fun tions, non-terminating systems, various kinds of subtype, error de nition
and re overy, oer ions, overwriting, multiple representations, and more 3. But
for expository simpli ity, this paper treats only hidden many sorted algebra.
The module system of parameterized programming gives other forms of inheritan e, plus the power of higher order fun tional programming in a rst order
setting whi h fa ilitates both proving and programming [30℄. Be ause many
obje t and logi languages provide only weak support for modularization, and
be ause ode reuse an be surprisingly hard in pra ti e, our agenda in ludes
1 Empiri al studies show that real software development proje ts involve many false

starts, redesigns, prototypes, pat hes, et . [12℄. Nevertheless, an idealized view of
design as a sequen e of re nements is still useful as a way to organize and do ument
a proje t, often retrospe tively [34℄.
2 In parti ular, traditional pre- and post- ondition te hniques an be used, as extensively illustrated in our `exe utable' algebrai text [44℄ on the semanti s of imperative programs whi h shows how order sorted algebra and rewriting an add
greatly to their e e tiveness.
3 [40℄ dis usses polymorphism, dynami binding and overwriting, [51℄ dis usses errors, oer ions, et ., and [36℄ dis usses partial fun tions.
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powerful modularization te hniques, as sket hed in Appendix B.
Be ause onstraints are inherent to hidden algebra, a new kind of logi programming an be obtained just by adding existential quanti ers. This onstitutes a new item for our hidden agenda, ombining the fun tional, obje t,
logi , on urrent and onstraint paradigms. What seems most surprising here
is that it is a tually arti ial to ex lude any of on urren y, nondeterminism, lo al states, obje ts, lasses, inheritan e, onstraints, streams, existential
queries, be ause they o ur naturally in the hidden world.
The examples in this paper use OBJ3 to express theories and to do proofs, in
a style where humans do the interesting high level work, while OBJ does the
boring omputations. Of ourse, mu h of the `interesting' work ould be automated, but this is ertainly impossible in general. Some logi al foundations
for this approa h are summarized in Appendix A. We assume familiarity with
basi many sorted algebra and with OBJ. The relevant ba kground appears
in [44,37,58,61℄ and [78℄, among many other pla es. We try to avoid ategory
theory, but in some ases (e.g, Se tion 3.9) its greater elegan e and power are
so ompelling that we ould not resist.
Se tion 2 introdu es hidden algebra, with Se tion 2.3 giving ne essary and sufient onditions for a spe i ation to be onsistent, and Se tion 2.4 dis ussing
nondeterminism. Hidden oindu tion is introdu ed in Se tion 3; Se tions 3.4
and 3.8 dis uss the relation to labeled transition systems and bisimulation,
and the generalization to multiple hidden arguments. Coindu tion is applied
to the orre tness of re nements (i.e., implementations) in Se tion 3.5, and
Se tion 4 gives some on lusions and dire tions for future resear h.
Be ause this paper is in part a survey, some overlap with other papers is inevitable, espe ially in Se tion 2, whi h ontains the basi de nitions. However,
we have only given proofs that do not appear elsewhere, or else are very short,
and most of Se tion 3 is new, espe ially Theorem 36 and Proposition 37, as well
as the fundamental justi ation for oindu tion, Theorem 26 in Se tion 3.9,
and the relationships with olagebrai and state-based approa hes in Se tions
3.3 and 3.4. Appendix A is an overview of the logi al relations that provide
the foundation for theorem proving with systems based on term rewriting like
OBJ, and Appendix B is an overview of our approa h to modularity and to
ombining multiple paradigms.
1.2 A Little Literature

An adequate survey of the literature on on urren y would onsume many
volumes, and the literature on the obje t paradigm would surely take more;
and then there are the logi , fun tional and onstraint paradigms! Even worse,
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ea h of these literatures seem to be growing so fast that no individual an keep
up with them. The situation remains unreasonable even if we on ne attention
to work that is mathemati ally rigorous. Consequently, this subse tion only
onsiders resear h that seems espe ially losely related to ours, and that has
in uen ed it in some way. Even this more modest task is impossible, and
we beg forgiveness for our many sins of omission, and humbly request any
who are suÆ iently annoyed to send us their suggestions for improvement.
Unfortunately, our own prior work is the the most losely related, so we must
also beg the reader's indulgen e for an overabundan e of self- itation.
We begin with algebra. While algebra is ertainly part of mathemati s, omputing s ien e has made some ontributions, in luding a simpli ation of notation for many sorted algebra [26℄, as well as initial algebra semanti s (for
abstra t syntax and abstra t data types) [26,58,59℄, order sorted algebra (giving a systemati approa h to subtypes that also allows spe ifying partial reursive fun tions, partially de ned fun tions, error de nition and re overy,
oer ions and multiple representations [40,53,51℄), and most re ently within
this tradition, hidden sorted algebra [32,41,42℄, or hidden algebra for short.
The hidden approa h di ers from earlier approa hes in the ways that it addresses on urren y and nondeterminism, in its use of a xed universe of data
values, and in its use of behavioral satisfa tion. The founding hidden paper is
[32℄, whi h builds on earlier algebrai work on abstra t data types [26,58,59℄,
and is a natural extension of prior work by Goguen and Meseguer on (what
they then alled) abstra t ma hines [48,78℄. Hidden algebra also generalizes
automaton theory, whi h again has a long tradition in omputing s ien e 4;
we would parti ularly mention the pioneering work of Eilenberg and Wright
[23℄, whi h took a ategori al approa h to the `tree automata' generalization
of state transition automata; tree automata generalize the strong monadi ism
of traditional transition systems. The rst systemati exposition of hidden algebra is [41℄, with many new ideas, in luding our approa h to on urren y.
The problem of ombining hidden with ordered sorts was rst solved in [10℄,
although di erent solutions seem more appropriate for some purposes. Order
sorted hidden algebra is further developed in [42℄ and [76℄, and [40℄ shows
how to handle overwriting of methods using a spe ial kind of signature. The
development of oindu tion began with [42,76℄ in the ontext of orre tness
proofs for re nements of obje ts and abstra t ma hines.
The hidden approa h uses behavioral satisfa tion to get an algebrai treatment
of state that abstra ts away from implementation details. This elegant idea
was introdu ed by Rei hel [85℄ in the ontext of partial algebras; see also [86℄.
Behavioral equivalen e of states, a generalization of bisimulation, appeared in
4 The authors thank Cris Calude for pointing out a very early treatment of behav-

ioral equivalen e in work of E.F. Moore [80℄ from 1956.
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[48℄, whi h also rst re ognized the onne tion between tree automata and
software engineering. Rei hel's notion of behavioral theory further developed
in various dire tions, again mainly using partial algebras, e.g., see [6,21,22℄
and the survey [82℄.
In order to get the powerful module and type system of parameterized programming [54,27,29,28,31,60℄, it is ne essary that the signatures (with their
morphisms), models and axioms form what is alled an `institution' [39℄. What
we all `half institutions' are used in [22℄, whi h laims that one annot get a
full institution for the obje t paradigm with behavioral satisfa tion. However,
this is be ause they fail to distinguish between xed data values and hidden
states, and between the use of hidden signature maps for verti al stru ture
(re nements) and hidden signature morphisms for horizontal stru ture (module omposition). In [76℄, we explain that these two kinds of signature arrows
are appropriate for di erent purposes, and show that the one that should form
an institution (the morphisms) does in fa t do so (see also Se tion 3.5).
The rst e e tive algebrai proof te hnique for behavioral properties was ontext indu tion, introdu ed by Henni ker [68℄ and further developed with Bidoit
(e.g., [6℄). Their resear h programme is similar to ours in several ways; however, their approa h is more on erned with semanti s than with proofs, and
their ontext indu tion an be very awkward to apply in pra ti e (e.g., -see
[24℄ for a dis ussion of some of the diÆ ulties). We have found that hidden
oindu tion eliminates the awkwardness of ontext indu tion.
Rei hel's seminal work on behavioral satisfa tion was in part motivated by an
insight on how to unify initial and nal semanti s [85℄. Behavioral and nal
semanti s were perhaps rst advo ated by Montanari et al. [25℄, though Wand
[99℄ also made an early ontribution. Finality is also used for treating states in
[85,48,78,75℄, among many other pla es, in luding the present paper; there is
some elegant more re ent by work by Rei hel on o-algebrai semanti s for the
obje t paradigm [87℄. Some sophisti ated results on omputability for initial
and nal algebras appear in [81℄; both initiality and nality results ompatible
with the hidden paradigm were proved in [48℄. This ood of work on nality
and behavioral abstra tion validates some intuitions expressed long ago by
Guttag [64,65℄. However, we wish to emphasize that hidden algebra does not
embra e nal semanti s, but rather takes a loose approa h, modulo prote tion
of a given algebra of data values.
The hidden approa h seems the rst to address both on urren y and e e tive proof te hniques for systems of obje ts within the algebrai tradition,
although we should ertainly mention rewriting logi [77℄, whi h is also in the
algebrai spe i ation tradition, and indeed, also builds on OBJ [61℄. This
elegant approa h views a tions as inferen e steps in a `rewriting logi ,' whi h
is essentially equational logi without the law of symmetry. A strong point of
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this approa h is its ability to model many di erent approa hes to on urren y
in natural and simple ways. However, its treatment of obje ts (and messages),
based on an asso iative- ommutative (AC) `soupi ation' 5 operation seems
to raise substantial diÆ ulties for proving properties of large systems, due to
the omputational omplexity of AC uni ation, and the on rete level of this
representation. In [18℄, behavioral spe i ation is applied to rewriting logi ,
through the sophisti ated semanti de nition of behavioral satisfa tion between rewriting logi models and ( onditional) rules that arises from the very
general `institutional' 6 approa h to behavior developed in [10℄.
So- alled `pro ess algebras' (also alled on urren y al uli), like CCS [79℄,
ACP [4℄ and CSP [70℄, are typi ally presented using systems of equations.
Equations are used very di erently in pro ess algebra than in hidden algebra.
In pro ess algebra, variables range over pro esses and the algebrai operators
ombine pro esses. Consequently, pro ess algebra equations des ribe relations
among ways of ombining pro esses, rather than relations among methods and
attributes, as in hidden algebra. The emphases of the three resear h groups
di er: the CSP group has emphasized set theoreti semanti s of pro esses
as streams of a tions, while the CCS group has been more on erned with
equational axiomatization and de ision pro edures, and the ACP group has
been more on erned with the use of their equations as rewrite rules; these
di erent motivations and intuitions have led to di erent equations. As noted
by Abramsky [1℄, the
veritable Babel of formalisms ... suggests that the urrent methodologies for
on urren y are insuÆ iently onstrained, or perhaps that some key ideas
are still missing.
The la k of onsensus on a suitable set of equations is dis ouraging, suggesting that these `laws of on urren y' may not have the same status as `laws of
nature' in physi s, despite o asional laims to the ontrary. Pro ess algebras
treat an anemi 7 spe ial ase that disallows parameterized methods and attributes, and has no expli it role for data types. Of ourse, pro ess algebra an
be generalized, and in fa t, hidden algebra an be seen as one su h generalization, whi h admits powerful algebrai proof methods, as opposed to tedious
sear h through vast spa es.
5 This refers to the metaphor of a `ri h soup' of obje ts and messages; by ontrast,

in hidden algebra messages appear as terms, and do not get blended with obje ts.
6 This means it is independent of the underlying logi , and hen e an be applied
to order sorted algebra, rewriting logi , and many other institutions.
7 The te hni al term `anemi ' is de ned in Se tion 3.4; it orresponds to the `strong
monadi ism' mentioned above. For example, an integer sta k push method must be
represented as in nitely many transitions, one for ea h integer, instead of a single
operation parameterized by integers.
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Like pro ess algebras, labeled transition systems (see [62℄) orrespond to an
anemi spe ial ase of hidden algebra, where mu h of the stru ture that makes
proofs easier has been dis arded, and where there is no expli it pla e for data
types used as attribute values. However, transition systems an be generalized
to avoid some of these limitations, as shown in Se tion 3.4, where they are
given additional stru ture to represent attribute values. Despite these limitations, we have been mu h inspired by the many deep insights that an be
found in the mainstream of on urren y resear h. Abramsky [1℄ introdu es intera tion ategories, a very elegant ategori al approa h to pro esses, having
some similarities to our approa h to on urren y that deserve further exploration. Our approa h to omposite systems of on urrent intera ting obje ts
is dis ussed in [45℄.
Approa hes based on set-theoreti semanti models, su h as Z [94℄ and CSP
[70℄, an lead to very diÆ ult proofs involving properties of sets and hen e
axioms for set theory 8. Denotational semanti models (e.g., [3℄) are no better
in this respe t, and as Abramsky [1℄ remarks, have only been really su essful
for fun tional languages; this should not be surprising, be ause denotational
semanti s is so strongly based on the - al ulus. For the ambitious veri er, settheoreti and denotational semanti de nitions lead into a dangerous semanti
swamp, infested with alligator-mouth-like 2s and/or shark n-like s.
There is also a distinguished tradition of resear h in oalgebra. One thread in
this tradition seeks to show existen e of nal transition systems, whi h give
rise to an abstra t notion of bisimulation and an be used to give a semanti s
for pro ess algebras [2,5℄. Another thread views oalgebra as a variation on
universal algebra [90℄, and applies it to fun tional programming [66,74,63℄, automaton theory [91,90℄, and the obje t paradigm [87,71{73,13℄. An interesting
re ent development ombines algebra and oalgebra to des ribe denotational
and operational semanti s [96℄.
Rei hel [87℄ was the rst to apply oalgebra expli itly to the obje t paradigm,
and his basi onstru tion an be seen as making pre ise the assertion that
hidden algebra extends oalgebra with generalized onstants [75,14℄. It is preisely this extension that allows the treatment of nondeterminism advo ated
in this paper. In fa t, it seems diÆ ult to treat nondeterminism in a purely
oalgebrai approa h, be ause the obvious move of using power obje ts in the
de ning fun tor ompromises the e e tiveness of equational reasoning.
Hidden algebra is related to the elegant ategory theoreti approa h to onstraint logi programming of Dia ones u [16,17℄: the xed data universe of
hidden algebra orresponds to the signature and model of the builtins, and
8 Of ourse, any algebrai laws that have been shown to hold an be used, but

be ause any su h rule set must be in omplete, su h an approa h is ne essarily
limited.
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the other operations onstitute an extension of the `logi al' signature; however, hidden algebras di er from onstraint logi models, be ause the builtins
are prote ted, whereas Dia ones u's onstraint logi allows onfusion (in the
te hni al sense of footnote 9) of data elements, so that disequalities may not
hold; but disequalities are important for many real examples; for example, the
alternating bit proto ol will not be orre t if its two bits are not distin t.
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2 Hidden Algebra
There is an important distin tion between data that is used for values (e.g., for
attributes) and data that is used for internal states (e.g., of obje ts); the former have an immutable `Platoni ' hara ter, while the latter have a mutable
`Aristotelian' hara ter. Hidden algebra embodies this fundamental distin tion
by assigning the former to `visible' sorts and the latter to `hidden' sorts. States
are `hidden' in that they are only observed indire tly by performing `experiments,' whi h more te hni ally are ` ontexts,' i.e., terms that return visible
data values. Visible and hidden sorts are respe tively treated in the next two
subse tions, whi h ontain the most basi on epts of hidden algebra.
2.1 Visible Data Values

In order for the omponents of a system to ommuni ate, they must use the
same representations for any data that they share; this motivates xing a
single algebra of data values to be shared. (In pra ti e, there ould be multiple
representations for data with translations among them, but our assumption
an easily be relaxed to over su h ases.)

De nition 1 Let D be a xed data algebra, with its signature and V its
sort set, su h that ea h Dv with v 2 V is non-empty and for ea h d 2 Dv there
is some 2 [℄;v su h that is interpreted as d in D. For onvenien e, we
assume that Dv  [℄;v for ea h v 2 V . We all (V; ; D) the visible data
universe, and we all the sorts in V visible sorts. 2
The ondition Dv  [℄;v just says that we have xed some notation (i.e.,
names) for data elements; this is quite usual for data types that are used for
attributes (e.g., the numerals 0,1,2,3,... as names for natural numbers). Note
that D an be any -algebra, and need not be a term model or an initial
model.
De nition 1 has a semanti avor; but veri ers need spe i ations for data
values that support eÆ ient proofs, and for this it is espe ially onvenient to
use initial algebra semanti s, be ause it supports the proofs by indu tion 9
that are so often needed for lemmas used in software proofs. For example, the
following OBJ3 spe i ation for the natural numbers is used in several later
examples:
9 More pre isely, the `no junk' half of initiality supports indu tion over rea hable

algebras (see De nition 5), while the `no onfusion' half supports disequality proofs,
whi h are often important in pra ti e.
11

obj NAT is sort Nat .
op 0 : -> Nat .
op s_ : Nat -> Nat [pre 1℄.
op _<_ : Nat Nat -> Bool .
var N M : Nat .
eq
0 < s N = true .
eq
N <
N = false .
eq s N <
0 = false .
eq s N < s M = N < M .
endo

Here NAT is the name of the module and Nat is the name of the sort for natural numbers. The keyword pair obj...endo indi ates initial algebra semanti s.
The underbar hara ters indi ate where an argument goes, so that the su essor operator s_ has pre x syntax, and the inequality operator _<_ has in x
syntax. The rest of the OBJ3 syntax used here should be fairly self-evident;
for more on OBJ3, see [44,61℄.
It is onvenient for our examples in OBJ to use a xed module DATA of data
values, whi h gives the signature and axioms for D. The following says that
DATA is just the natural numbers; this is adequate for most of this paper, noting
that NAT, like all other modules in OBJ, imports the Booleans by default.
obj DATA is
pr NAT .
endo

The ( umulative) signature of DATA is of ourse . Although De nition 1
requires that ontains all the elements of the data algebra as onstant symbols, it does no pra ti al harm to relax this assumption in our OBJ examples.
Hidden algebra simply assumes a xed data universe: there is no requirement
that this be given by a nite presentation, so if we begin with some theory P ,
su h as NAT, we an simply take [℄;s to be the elements of the initial P -term
algebra.
In general, one expe ts that data types used as values should be omputable, so
it is en ouraging to re all that any omputable algebra an be nitely spe i ed
using initial algebra semanti s. Although some potential data algebras are
not omputable, su h as the real numbers, even these an be aptured with
initial algebra semanti s by using an un ountable number of onstants and
equations. Moreover, loose semanti s an also be used, by expli itly giving any
properties that are needed, and then noting that any -algebra D satisfying
these properties ould have been hosen as the xed data algebra.
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2.2 Hidden Signatures and Hidden Algebras

De nition 2 A hidden signature (over (V; ; D)) is a pair (H; ), where
H is a set of hidden sorts disjoint from V ,  is an S = (H [ V )-sorted
signature with  , su h that
S1
S2

ea h  2 w;s with w 2 V  and s 2 V lies in w;s, and
for ea h  2 w;s at most one hidden sort o urs in w.

We may abbreviate (H; ) to just . If w 2 S  ontains a hidden sort, then
 2 w;s is alled a method if s 2 H , and an attribute if s 2 V . If w 2 V 
and s 2 H , then  2 w;s is alled a (generalized) hidden onstant.
A hidden theory (or spe i ation) is a triple (H; ; E ), where (H; ) is
a hidden signature and E is a set of -equations that does not in lude any
-equations; we may write (; E ) or even E for short. 2

Condition (S1) expresses data en apsulation, that a hidden signature annot
add any new operations on data items. Condition (S2) says that methods and
attributes a t on single (states of) obje ts (however, this is relaxed in Se tion
3.8). Note that every operation in a hidden signature is either a data operation
from , a method, an attribute, or a generalized hidden onstant. Generalized
hidden onstants pi k out initial states of the abstra t ma hines that are being
spe i ed, and are quite di erent from methods and attributes; we refer to them
as `generalized onstants' to emphasize this distin tion, rather than to suggest
that they really represent onstants. Equations about data (i.e., -equations)
are not allowed in hidden spe i ations; any su h equation that might be
needed as a lemma should be proved and asserted separately, not in luded in
a spe i ation. De nition 2 allows (what we have been alling) `parameters'
on attributes, methods and generalized onstants, to take us beyond strong
monadi ism; these are just additional visible arguments. The de nition also
allows multiple hidden sorts, whi h are useful for (in the jargon of the obje t
paradigm) omplex attributes; these are lass valued attributes.
The following should help to larify De nition 2. It uses OBJ3 syntax for
theories, where the keyword pair th...endth with `pr DATA' indi ates loose
semanti s `prote ting' DATA, as explained in detail a little later.

Example 3 The following OBJ3 theory spe i es a ell that holds a single
natural number:
th X
pr
op
op

is sort State .
DATA .
init : -> State .
getx_ : State -> Nat .
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op putx : Nat State -> State .
var S : State . var N M : Nat .
eq getx putx(N,S) = N .
endth

Here X is the name of the module and State is the name of the lass of obje ts
it de nes, whi h are just ells that hold a natural number; i.e., the models of
X are ways to implement su h ells, whi h for example are named by so- alled
`program variables'. The onstant init an be seen as an initial state, the
attribute getx returns the value in the ell, and method putx pla es a number
in the ell; getx has pre x syntax. We ould add an equation like
eq getx init = 0 .

to set the initial value of the attribute; of ourse, the initial value ould be any
other number, or it ould be left unde ned by just not giving su h an equation
(see the dis ussion in Se tion 2.4). 2

If  is the signature of X, then is a subsignature of , and a model A of
X should be a -algebra whose restri tion to is D, that provides fun tions
for all the methods and attributes in , and behaves as if it satis es the given
equations. Elements of su h models are possible states for X obje ts, i.e., for
ells. This motivates the following:

De nition 4 Given a hidden signature (H; ), a hidden -algebra A is a
(many sorted) -algebra A su h that Aj = D. A hidden -homomorphism
is a (many sorted) -homomorphism that is the identity on visible sorts. 2
Noti e that D   implies that D  T j and also that g (d) = d for any
d 2 D. For any hidden algebra A and ground -terms t; t0 (i.e., t and t0 have
no variables), be ause we are `given' D, we an de ide whether A j= t = t0 by
he king whether D j= t = t0 , by evaluating the terms in D, i.e., by he king
whether g (t) = g (t0), where g : T ! D is the unique -homomorphism.
We next de ne behavioral satisfa tion of an equation; intuitively, its two terms
should `look the same' under every `experiment' onsisting of some methods
followed by an `observation' (i.e., an attribute). More formally, su h an experiment is given by a ontext, whi h is a term of visible sort having one free
variable of hidden sort:

De nition 5 Given a hidden signature (H; ) and a hidden sort h, then a
- ontext of sort h is a visible sorted -term having a single o urren e of
a new variable symbol z of sort h. A ontext is appropriate for a term t i
the sort of t mat hes that of z . We write [t℄ for the result of substituting t
for z in the ontext , and let C[z ℄ denote the V -indexed set of ontexts with
hidden variable z .
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A hidden -algebra A behaviorally satis es a -equation (8X ) t = t0 i for
ea h appropriate - ontext , A satis es the equation (8X ) [t℄ = [t0 ℄; then
we write A j (8X ) t = t0 , and we may drop the subs ript .
Similarly, A behaviorally satis es a onditional equation e of the form

(8X ) t = t0 if t1 = t01 ; :::; tm = t0m
i for every assignment  : X ! A, we have 10

 ( [t℄) =  ( [t0 ℄)
for all appropriate ontexts whenever

 ( j [tj ℄) =  ( j [t0j ℄)
for j = 1; :::; m and all appropriate ontexts j . As with un onditional equations, we write A j e.
A model of a hidden theory P = (H; ; E ) is a hidden -algebra A that
behaviorally satis es ea h equation in E . Su h a model is also alled a (; E )algebra, or a P -algebra, and then we write A j P or A j E . Also we write
E 0 j E i A j E 0 implies A j E for ea h hidden -algebra A. Finally,
a hidden -algebra A is rea hable i the unique -homomorphism from the
initial (term) -algebra T is surje tive. 2

Hidden algebra is a kind of a loose behavioral semanti s over a xed data
algebra; ontrary to [82℄, there is no ompetition between hidden semanti s
and initial algebra semanti s, be ause they have di erent purposes.

Example 6 The following are some ontexts for the hidden theory X of Example 3:
1 [z ℄ = getx z
2 [z ℄ = getx putx(1; z )
3 [z ℄ = getx putx(329; putx(1; z )):

There are an in nite number of ontexts, but they all begin with getx, be ause
that is the only attribute. 2

We next give some models for the theory X, ea h of whi h is a way of implementing a ell:
10 Here  denotes the unique -homomorphi extension of .
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Example 7 The simplest model C is a hidden algebra having a natural number as its state, CState = ! , Cgetx (N ) = N , Cputx (N; M ) = N , and any value
for Cinit , say 7; this illustrates the nondeterminism dis ussed in Se tion 2.4.
A more omplex implementation H keeps omplete histories of intera tions,
so that the a tion of putx(N; S ) is to on atenate N to the front of the list
S of numbers. Then HState = ! , the lists of natural numbers, while Hinit =
[℄, the empty list, Hgetx (S ) = head(S ) for S 6= [℄, Hgetx ([℄) is say 23, and
Hputx (N; S ) = N _S , where _ is the on atenation operation.
Note espe ially that C and H are not isomorphi to ea h other, and moreover,
that there are an in nite number of non-isomorphi variants of ea h. 2

For visible equations, there is no di eren e between ordinary satisfa tion and
behavioral satisfa tion. But these on epts an be very di erent for hidden
equations (i.e., equations whose terms are of hidden sort). For example,
(8 NM : Nat) (8 S : State) putx(N; putx(M; S )) = putx(N; S )
is stri tly satis ed by the model C , but it is not satis ed by the history model
H . However, it is behaviorally satis ed by both models. This shows that behavioral satisfa tion is often more appropriate for omputing s ien e appli ations. (We will later use oindu tion to prove that every X-model satis es this
equation behaviorally.)
The simplest ways to reason about behavioral satisfa tion are justi ed by:

Proposition 8 In proving E j e, the ordinary rules of equational dedu tion
are valid, in luding substituting one behavioral equation into another, and of
ourse symmetry and transitivity; visible equations an also be used in su h
proofs. 2
Here `equational dedu tion' refers to the form with expli it universal quanti ers that was introdu ed by Goguen and Meseguer [49℄, be ause otherwise
diÆ ulties an arise with models having empty hidden arriers. The result is
easy to prove, and an be very useful. For example, if we want to prove
(8 NM : Nat)(8 S : State) getx putx(N; putx(M; S )) = N
for the theory X, we an give the following to OBJ, where the red ommand
asks it to do term rewriting and return a normal form (if it nds one):
red getx putx(N, putx(M, S)) == N .

OBJ3 treats the variables as onstants, and gives the orre t result, true;
see Appendix A. However something more powerful than redu tion, su h as
oindu tion, is needed to prove the equation
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(8 NM : Nat)(8 S : State) putx(N; putx(M; S )) = putx(N; S ),
as dis ussed in Se tion 3.1.
2.3 Consisten y

Unfortunately, it is easy to write theories that have no models. For example,
if we add the equation
eq putx(N,S) = putx(N+1,S) .

to the theory X of Example 3, then we an prove 11 that 1 = 0, whi h ontradi ts
the data prote tion of De nition 4. This motivates:

De nition 9 A hidden theory is onsistent i it has at least one model with
non-empty arriers. 2
Some te hniques for guaranteeing onsistent spe i ations from [47℄ are summarized in Theorem 12 below, whi h uses the following on epts:

De nition 10 A (X )-term is lo al i the only visible operations in it are
onstants and variables (i.e., in D or in X ). Let L;s denote the set of lo al
ground -terms of sort s. An equation is lo al i its left and right sides are
lo al and its onditions (if any) are (X )-terms; a set of equations is lo al i
ea h one is. A onstraint is an equation su h that both its terms have their
top operations in . 2
A non-trivial lo al equation annot be a onstraint. Constraints onstrain the
values of unde ned terms over a theory, as dis ussed in some detail in Se tion
2.4, whi h shows how this relates to nondeterminism.

De nition 11 A set E of -equations is D- omplete i D j= (8;) t = t0
implies E j= (8;) t = t0 for all -terms t and t0 . 2
Theorem 12 If the equations E in a hidden theory are D- omplete and are
Chur h-Rosser and lo al as rewrite rules, then the theory is onsistent. 2
A proof may be found in [45℄. Many examples in this paper an be shown
onsistent using this result. A suÆ ient ondition for the Chur h-Rosser prop11 Those unfamiliar with the Goguen-Meseguer expli it quanti er approa h [49℄ may

wish to note that what a tually gets proved is the equation (8S : State) 1 = 0,
whi h is true of all models, in luding the one with empty hidden arrier, but whi h
only implies the equation (8;) 1 = 0 if the hidden arrier is non-empty.
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erty is that the equations are nonoverlapping 12. On e a spe i ation has been
shown onsistent ignoring its nonlo al equations, the onsisten y of onstraints
an be onsidered separately; however, determining whether a set of onstraints has a solution an be arbitrarily diÆ ult, even unsolvable.

Example 13 The following hidden theory for arrays an be proved onsistent
using Theorem 12:
th ARR is sort Arr .
pr DATA .
op nil : -> Arr .
op put : Nat Nat Arr -> Arr .
op _[_℄ : Arr Nat -> Nat .
var I J N : Nat . var A : Arr .
eq nil[I℄ = 0 .
q put(N,I,A)[J℄ = N if I == J .
q put(N,I,A)[J℄ = A[J℄ if not I == J .
endth

Here nil is the empty array, A[I℄ is the value of A at index I, and put(N,I,A)
puts N at I in A. There are no hidden equations. 2
2.4 Nondeterminism

Theories of distributed programming need nondeterminism, be ause it is unrealisti to assume that the nodes of a network know what other nodes are
going to be doing. Therefore any formalism intended to be useful for modern software engineering should treat nondeterminism in a simple and natural
way. But most on urren y al uli treat nondeterminism in omplex and unnatural ways, and there are sharp ongoing debates among the advo ates of the
various approa hes, with no obvious resolution in sight, e.g., between angeli
and demoni nondeterminism 13.
Nondeterminism is inherent to the hidden paradigm; it arises whenever some
attribute values are not determined by a spe i ation. To understand this, it
may help to view models as `possible worlds,' where ea h possible ombination
of nondeterministi hoi es appears in a di erent world. However, this does
not mean that more than one value an o ur in a given world; on the ontrary,
12 For onditional equations, the left sides may overlap, but then the onditions

must be disjoint.
13 That there are so many di erent kinds of nondeterminism in the standard approa hes is a major ause for the Babel of mutually in onsistent `laws of on urren y' mentioned in Se tion 1.2.
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ea h model is deterministi , in that attributes only take one value at a time.
However, a given hidden spe i ation may have multiple models, in whi h the
attributes have ompletely di erent values.

De nition 14 Given a hidden theory P = (H; ; E ), a hidden ground -term
t is de ned i for every ontext (of appropriate sort), there is some d 2 D
su h that E j [t℄ = d; otherwise, t is unde ned. P is lexi i all ground
terms are de ned. 2
Note that `unde ned' simply means that a term is not onstrained to be equal
to any parti ular value, and is quite a di erent notion from the unde nedness
of partial fun tions. Unde nedness is a property that holds at the level of
hidden spe i ations; ea h hidden model will `de ne' terms in a parti ular
way. Thus if a term t is unde ned, then for any ontext , the term [t℄ will
equal some data value in any hidden model.

Fa t 15 Given a hidden theory P = (H; ; E ), then:
1
2
3

A visible term t is de ned i E j t = d for some d 2 D.
P is lexi i all visible ground terms are de ned.
P is lexi if it has no hidden (generalized) onstants.

2
Having no unde ned ground terms orresponds to Guttag's notion of suÆ ient
ompleteness [65℄. However, not only do we not require this ondition, but we
laim that unde ned terms are very useful in system development, and even
at run time. Instead of having expli itly to say that something is `unde ned,'
one simply does not de ne it; then it an have any value onsistent with
the given theory, and indeed, all possible ombinations of values will o ur
among the models of the theory. Hidden algebra avoids the theologi al disputes
about nondeterminism, and simply delivers a ertain range of implementation
freedom, in the form of a olle tion of possible worlds.

Example 16 Consider the following simple theory with one hidden sort, one
natural number valued attribute, one hidden onstant, no equations, and the
usual data (naturals and Booleans):
th EX1 is sort H .
pr DATA .
op
:
-> H .
op a : H -> Nat .
endth

There is exa tly one unde ned visible ground term here, namely a( ). Hen e
this theory alls for a nondeterministi hoi e of a natural number, and in-
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deed (up to behavioral equivalen e, as de ned in Se tion 3) there is exa tly
one rea hable -algebra for ea h hoi e of a natural number for the attribute.
There are also in nitely many non-rea hable models; these worlds may have
arbitrarily many other `unnamed' (i.e., unrea hable or `junk') obje ts, ea h
with a natural number attribute. If we add the onstraint
eq a(H) < s s s s 0 = true .

then the nondeterminism is restri ted so that (again up to behavioral equivalen e) there are just four rea hable models, ea h a world where the attribute
of the obje t has value 0, 1, 2 or 3. The unrea hable models ontain other
obje ts, ea h of whi h has an attribute with value 0, 1, 2 or 3. 2

Things get more interesting when there are methods as well as attributes.
Then the elements rea hable from a given element of a hidden algebra are
the states that an arise by applying methods to that element; a onne ted
omponent of elements onsists of all states for a single obje t. It is almost
obligatory to test drive a new spe i ation te hnology over a range of sta ks,
be ause most approa hes have already done so; hen e sta ks are a onvenient
(but minimal) ben hmark for omparing approa hes. We rst spe ify a nondeterministi sta k. (Sin e this paper is limited to many sorted algebra, the
handling of errors is weak; [40,53℄ do better, using order sorted algebra.)

Example 17 Here the operation push nondeterministi ally puts a new natural number on top of a sta k. This single operation thus orresponds to ountably many nondeterministi transitions in a traditional state transition system.
th NDSTACK is sort Sta k .
pr DATA .
op empty : -> Sta k .
op push_ : Sta k -> Sta k .
op top_ : Sta k -> Nat .
op pop_ : Sta k -> Sta k .
var S : Sta k .
eq pop push S = S .
eq pop empty = empty .
endth

Terms like top push empty are unde ned, i.e., un onstrained or nondeterministi , and they an take any value. Ea h model of this spe i ation is deterministi , and represents one possible way of resolving the nondeterminism.
Behavioral satisfa tion of the rst equation implies that whatever number is
pushed on a sta k stays there until it is popped; for example, it follows that
eq top pop push S =

top S .
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and that
eq top pop pop push push S

=

top S .

However, it is not true that
top push pop S

= top S ,

be ause the new number pushed on S may be di erent from the old one.
The term top empty is also unde ned, and hen e an take any value. Of
ourse, we ould x its value with an equation like
eq top empty

=

0 .

Moreover, we ould onstrain push to just one of the four values 0, 1, 2, 3 by
adding an equation like that in Example 16,
eq top push S < s s s s 0 =

true .

It is also possible to have several di erent nondeterministi push methods,
ea h subje t to di erent onstraints. 2

Thus hidden semanti s di ers sharply from initial semanti s, where terms like
top empty would appear as new elements of sort Nat; it also di ers from pure
loose semanti s, where su h terms ould be either new elements or else old
data values.
Hidden algebrai nondeterminism an be used mu h as in the on urrent onstraint programming paradigm: a spe i ation des ribes the possible states of
an obje t in isolation, but what states a tually o ur is o-determined with
other obje ts through their intera tions, expressed as onstraints. For example,
the spe i ations for an array and a pointer into it des ribe all their possible
states separately, but when they are put together to implement a sta k, many
states are no longer rea hable 14. Thus, hidden algebra is naturally nondeterministi ; we will see that it is also well suited to nonterminating (Example
34), on urrent, and rea tive systems.

Example 18 Here is a hidden version of the traditional sta k theory with a
non-unary deterministi push:
th STACK is sort Sta k .
pr DATA .
op empty : -> Sta k .

14 Details of this may be found in [45℄; in that ontext, it is impossible for the array

ontaining all 1's to o ur.
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op
op
op
var
eq
eq
eq
endth

push : Nat Sta k -> Sta k .
top_ : Sta k -> Nat .
pop_ : Sta k -> Sta k .
S : Sta k . var I : Nat .
top push(I,S) = I .
pop empty = empty .
pop push(I,S) = S .

Here top empty is the only unde ned ground term (up to equality). 2

Unde ned values obstru t initial hidden algebras, as shown in Theorem 21
below. Re alling that L;s denotes the set of lo al ground -terms of sort s,
note that any -algebra M indu es a hidden -algebra stru ture on L whi h
we denote LM , by interpreting methods as term building operations, and interpreting an attribute  2 w;v by (LM ) (`) = M (hM (`)) = hM ( (`)) for
suitable ` 2 (L )w , where hM is the unique -homomorphism T ! M . Similarly, restri ting hM to lo al terms gives a unique hidden -homomorphism
LM ! M that we denote 'M .
Proofs of the next three results may be found in [45℄.

Proposition 19 Let L [z ℄s  C [z ℄s denote the set of lo al - ontexts of
sort s involving the variable z of hidden sort. Then a hidden -algebra M
behaviorally satis es a hidden equation (8X ) t = t0 i it satis es (8X ) [t℄ =
[t0 ℄ for every visible lo al ontext 2 L [z ℄. 2
Proposition 20 For a given hidden signature , we have the following:
1 For any hidden -homomorphism f : M ! N and an un onditional
equation e, if N j e then M j e.
2 For any -algebra M and equation e, if M j e then LM j e.
3 If a hidden theory has an initial model, then that initial model behaviorally satis es any equation behaviorally satis ed by any other hidden
model of the theory.
4 If either e is a ground equation or M is rea hable, then M j e i
LM j e.
5 If there is a hidden -homomorphism f : M ! N , then LM = LN .

2
Theorem 21 A hidden theory P = (H; ; E ) has an initial model, denoted
LP , i it is onsistent and lexi . 2
System development onsists in part of progressively redu ing implementation
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freedom 15, whi h may involve redu ing nondeterminism, among other things.
Redu ing nondeterminism is onsistent with software engineering pra ti e,
where all the operations in a program are deterministi , but at a given development stage many programs may still satisfy the spe i ation. Thus, hidden
nondeterminism is more appropriate for re nement than the forms usually
found e.g., in pro ess algebra. Nondeterminism an also remain right down
to the implementation level, where any onsistent value may be returned. For
example, a set of onstraints may be resolved only at run time, and in di erent
ways at di erent times. Thus, the same notion of nondeterminism is useful for
implementation freedom and for runtime hoi e.
2.5 More Hidden Satisfa tion and the Logi Paradigm

It is easy to de ne hidden satisfa tion for all the onne tives of rst order
logi , and indeed of modal and other logi s. For us, the most important of
these is existential quanti ation, be ause it provides the existential queries
that are the basis of our ombined logi -obje t paradigm [47,43℄:

De nition 22 An (existential) -query is a senten e of the form
(9X ) t1 = t01 ; : : : ; tm = t0m
and is behaviorally satis ed by a -algebra A i there is some assignment
 : X ! A su h that

 ( j [tj ℄) =  ( j [t0j ℄)
for j = 1; :::; m and all appropriate ontexts j . 2

Our ombined logi -obje t paradigm uses a hidden Herbrand theorem to redu e reasoning over arbitrary models (e.g., of obje t oriented databases) to
reasoning over a single `Herbrand universe' term algebra, as in ordinary logi
programming (see [50℄ for a pre ise statement of the orresponding result for
equational logi programming). The following result is from [47℄:

Theorem 23 Given a onsistent lexi hidden theory (; E ), then an initial
(; E )-algebra G behaviorally satis es a -query q i every (; E )-algebra
behaviorally satis es q . 2
15 However, real software development pro esses involve mu h more, in luding on-

stantly evolving requirements and the resulting need to onstantly evolve the software [34℄.
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We an always hoose a anoni al term algebra [58℄ for G, and thus use narrowing to solve queries, as illustrated in [47℄; of ourse, more eÆ ient methods
an be used in spe ial ases. Appli ations of this paradigm [43℄ may involve
queries to an obje t oriented database where the resulting obje t is not just
retrieved, but a tually reated. For example, one might des ribe a holiday
pa kage (or a software pa kage) that one wants, and then a tually get the
ti kets and reservations (or the exe utable ode) as the result of the query 16.
The work in this se tion extends to Horn lause logi with equality, by applying
a onstru tion that redu es that logi to hidden equational logi (see [47℄,
extending Dia ones u [15℄). This gives a paradigm that uni es the obje t
paradigm with equational logi programming and traditional Horn lause logi
programming [50℄.

3 Behavior and Hidden Coindu tion
Indu tion is a standard te hnique for proving properties of initial (or more
generally, rea hable) algebras of a theory. Prin iples of indu tion an be justi ed from the fa t that an initial algebra has no proper subalgebras (e.g.,
[37,78℄). We will see that nal (terminal) algebras play an analogous role in
justifying reasoning about behavioral properties with hidden oindu tion. We
rst need the following:

De nition 24 Given a hidden signature , a hidden subsignature   ,
and a hidden -algebra A, then behavioral -equivalen e on A, denoted
 , is de ned as follows, for a; a0 2 As:
(E1) a ;s a0

i

a = a0

i

A (a) = A (a0 ) for all

when s 2 V , and

(E2) a ;s a0

2 C[z℄v

with v 2 V

when s 2 H , where z is of sort s and A denotes the fun tion interpreting the
ontext as an operation on A, that is, A (a) = a ( ), where a is de ned by
a (z ) = a and a denotes the free extension of a .
When  = , we all  just behavioral equivalen e and denote it .
For   , a hidden - ongruen e on a hidden -algebra A is a ongruen e ' whi h is the identity on visible sorts, i.e., su h that a 'v a0
16 Of ourse, you may wish to re ne the onstraints before your ti kets are printed

and your redit ard is billed.
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i a = a0 for all v 2 V and a; a0
just a hidden ongruen e. 2

2 Av = Dv . We

all a hidden - ongruen e

It is not hard to demonstrate the following:

Fa t 25 Given a hidden signature  and a hidden subsignature :
1
2
3

any hidden - ongruen e is a hidden ( [ )- ongruen e;
0   implies  0 ; and
behavioral -equivalen e is a hidden - ongruen e.

2
However, the key property 17 is:

Theorem 26 If  is a hidden signature,  is a hidden subsignature of , and
A is a hidden -algebra, then behavioral -equivalen e is the largest behavioral
- ongruen e on A. 2
This result is the foundation for oindu tion. Probably the most ommon
ase is  = , but the generalization to smaller  is useful, for example
in verifying re nements. A simple but rather abstra t proof of this theorem
using so- alled omma ategories is given in Se tion 3.9, and [89℄ generalizes
the result to multiple hidden arguments.
3.1 Coindu tion

Theorem 26 implies that if a ' a0 under some hidden ongruen e ', then a and
a0 are behaviorally equivalent. This justi es a variety of te hniques for proving
behavioral equivalen e (see also [42,76℄); all su h te hniques are varieties of
oindu tion. In this ontext, a relation may be alled a andidate relation
before it is proved to be a hidden ongruen e.

Example 27 Let A be any model of the theory X theory in Example 3, and
for s; s0 2 AState , de ne s ' s0 i getx s = getx s0 (and d ' d0 i d = d0
for data values d; d0). Then the equation in X gives us that s ' s0 implies
putx(N; s) ' putx(N; s0 ) and of ourse getx s ' getx s0 . Hen e ' is a
hidden ongruen e on A.
Therefore we an show A j (8 S : State) putx(N; putx(M; S )) = putx(N; S )
by showing A j= (8 S : State) getx putx(N; putx(M; S )) = getx putx(N; S ),
17 This elegant formulation appeared in a onversation between Grant Mal olm and

Rolf Henni ker, for the spe ial ase where  = .
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whi h follows by ordinary equational reasoning over X. Therefore the equation
is behaviorally satis ed by any X-algebra A.
It is easy to do this proof me hani ally with OBJ3, be ause it only uses ordinary equational reasoning. We set up the proof by opening X and adding the
ne essary assumptions; here R represents the relation ':
openr X .
op _R_ : State State -> Bool .
var S1 S2 : State .
eq S1 R S2 = getx S1 == getx S2 .
ops s1 s2 : -> State .
ops m n : -> Nat .
lose

The new onstants s1, s2, m, n are introdu ed to stand for universally quanti ed variables (using the theorem of onstants [44,37℄). The line openr X
indi ates that the module X is to be `opened with retention' in the sense that
the material added to it will be retained. The following shows that R is a hidden
ongruen e:
open .
eq getx s1 = getx s2 .
red putx(n,s1) R putx(n,s2) .
lose

***> should be: true

Finally, we show that all X-algebras behaviorally satisfy the equation with
red putx(m,putx(n,s1))

R putx(m,s1) .

All this ode runs in OBJ3, and the redu tion gives true. This proof seems
about as simple as is possible, although it is atypi al in that no lemmas about
the data algebra were required. 2

The above is a simple example of what we all hidden oindu tion, as explained
further below. We now give some results to simplify su h proofs. Suppose
 = [ ; the letters and  are intended to suggest generators (also
alled onstru tors) and destru tors (also alled sele tors), respe tively 18 [76℄.
In Example 27,  ontains getx and ontains putx.

Corollary 28 If  =  [ and if  on a -algebra A is preserved by ,
then  =  on A. More generally, if   =  [   and  is
preserved by , then  =  .
18 Information on order sorted onstru tors and sele tors appears in [51℄.
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Proof: We show the more general result. By Fa t 25,  is a hidden ( [ )ongruen e that ontains behavioral -equivalen e, sin e   . If  is
preserved by , then it is a hidden [ = - ongruen e, and the desired
result follows from Theorem 26. 2
Veri ers want to do as little work as possible. Hen e they do not want to
bother with at all, and they do not want any overlap between  and , i.e.,
they want to use  and su h that  = + + , where `+' denotes disjoint
union for operations and ordinary union for sorts. For the obje t paradigm, it
is often natural to let  ontain attributes and methods; then we an give
a simple synta ti de nition for  :

Proposition 29 If  =  + + where  onsists of attributes, if A is a
-algebra, and if we de ne aR a0 i Æ (a; d) = Æ (a0 ; d) for all Æ 2  and all
d 2 Aw where w is the arity of Æ , then R =  . Thus, if R is preserved by
, then R is behavioral -equivalen e.
Proof: (E2) of De nition 24 is equivalent to the de nition of R be ause all
operations in  are visible. 2
The above shows that R as de ned in Example 27 really is  . Furthermore,
if
onsists of methods and  of attributes, and if the equations satisfy a
ertain ommon property, then R is automati ally preserved by :

De nition 30 If  = + + where operations in  are visible and in are
hidden, then a set E of -equations is = - omplete i for all Æ 2 ; m 2 ,
there is some t 2 T[ (fxg) su h that using E we an prove
Æ (d; m(d0; x)) = t ;
with x of hidden sort h0 , Æ 2 wh;v , m 2

w0 h0 ;h ,

d 2 Dw , and d0 2 Dw0 . 2

The following is a straightforward orollary to Proposition 29:

Proposition 31 If  =  + + with operations in  visible and in
hidden, if A is a hidden -algebra, and if E is = - omplete, then R is
preserved by , and therefore R is behavioral -equivalen e. 2
In the spe ial ase where equations involving

have the form

Æ (m(x)) = t ;
for all Æ and m, with x of hidden sort h, Æ 2 ; m 2 ; t 2 T[ (fxg), it
is easy to see that E is = - omplete. (This result was suggested to us by
Razvan Dia ones u.)
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To summarize, hidden oindu tion is the proof te hnique where we de ne a
relation, show it is a hidden ongruen e, and then show behavioral equivalen e
of two terms by showing that they are ongruent. Many of the on epts and
results of this subse tion are generalized in [89℄ and [88℄.
The way we de ne the ongruen e relation in a oindu tive proof an have a
dramati e e t on how the proof applies to models. If the relation is de ned
indu tively over some onstru tors, then given a model A, the ongruen e
is only de ned on the subalgebra A0  A generated by those onstru tors
in A; this is the subalgebra that is rea hable using those onstru tors. More
spe i ally, the proof that su h a andidate relation is a ongruen e might
pro eed by indu tion on the given onstru tors; in this ase, what is proved
is that the relation is a ongruen e on the subalgebra A0 . Usually we don't
are whether or not a behavioral equation is satis ed by unrea hable states,
be ause these states annot o ur when the ma hine is run. The restri tion of
hidden algebra to rea hable models is further studied in [97℄.
3.2 Another Coindu tion Example

A parallel onne tion (see Se tion 3.7) of two ells of the kind de ned by the
spe i ation X of Example 3 an be spe i ed as follows:
th XY is sort State .
pr DATA .
op init : -> State .
ops (getx_) (gety_) : State -> Nat .
ops putx puty : Nat State -> State .
var S : State .
vars M N : Nat .
eq getx putx(N,S) = N .
eq gety puty(N,S) = N .
eq getx puty(N,S) = getx S .
eq gety putx(N,S) = gety S .
endth

The operations of the two ells are tagged by x, y, respe tively. Note the
nondetermina y of values for the initial state init. The last two equations
say that the operations of the ells do not interfere with ea h other, and
intuitively it seems that the stronger noninterferen e assertion
putx(M,puty(N,S)) = puty(N,putx(M,S))

should also hold. This is another equation that does not stri tly hold in all
models of XY, but that does hold behaviorally, and an be proved using oin28

du tion. To this end, let  ontain getx and gety, and let ontain putx
and puty. We then verify the equation using Proposition 29 and Corollary 28
as follows:
openr XY .
op _R_ : State State -> Bool .
var S1 S2 : State .
eq S1 R S2 = getx S1 == getx S2 and gety S1 == gety S2 .
ops s1 s2 : -> State .
ops n m : -> Nat .
lose
***> first show R is a ongruen e:
open .
eq getx s1 = getx s2 .
eq gety s1 = gety s2 .
red putx(n,s1) R putx(n,s2) . ***> should be: true
red puty(n,s1) R puty(n,s2) . ***> should be: true
lose
***> now he k the equation:
red putx(m,puty(n,s1)) R puty(n,putx(m,s1)) .

Sin e the last redu tion yields true, the equational is behaviorally satis ed
by all models of XY.
Of ourse, this example was hosen for expository simpli ity, but oindu tion
has also been used in mu h more omplex proofs, in luding orre tness of a
rather sophisti ated optimizing ompiler [67℄, and of a distributed on urrent
truth maintenan e proto ol [55℄. These and a number of other examples an
be found on the web, at www. se.u sd.edu/groups/tatami/.
3.3 Finality

This paper does not advo ate a nal algebra semanti s; instead, our semanti s
for hidden theories is a loose behavioral semanti s with a standard interpretation for data. In pra ti e, the best implementations are often neither initial
nor nal, but somewhere in between. However, nal hidden algebras are important for our theoreti al development, and in parti ular, they play a key
role in justifying hidden oindu tion. The onstru tion of a nal algebra F
below follows [10℄, and should help our intuition to grasp what is going on.
Given a hidden signature  without generalized hidden onstants (re all these
are hidden operations with no hidden arguments), the hidden arriers of F
are given by the following `magi al formula':
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F;h =

Y [C[zh℄v ! Dv ℄ ;

v2V

the produ t of the sets of fun tions taking ontexts to data values (of appropriate sort).
Elements of F an be thought of as `abstra t states' represented as fun tions
on ontexts, returning the data values resulting from evaluating a state in a
ontext; thus they are a kind of ontinuation. This also appears in the way
F interprets attributes: let  2 hw;v be an attribute, let p 2 F;h and let
d 2 Dw ; then we de ne F; (p; d) = pv ( (zh ; d)); i.e., pv is a fun tion taking
ontexts in C [zh ℄v to data values in Dv , so applying it to the ontext  (zh ; d)
gives the data value resulting from that experiment.
Methods are interpreted similarly: Let  2 hw;h0 be a method, let p 2 F;h
and let d 2 Dw ; then F; (p; d) must be an element of

F;h0 =
For v 2 V and

2 C[zh0 ℄v , de

Y [C[zh ℄v ! Dv ℄ :
0

v2V

ne

(F; (p; d))v ( ) = pv ( [ (zh ; d)℄) ;
i.e., with a slight abuse of notation, given an abstra t state p, the result we
get from looking at  (p; d) in a ontext is the same as the result that p gives
in the ontext [ (zh ; d)℄.

Theorem 32 For any hidden signature  without generalized hidden onstants, F is a nal hidden -algebra.
Proof: The pre eeding paragraph shows that F is a hidden -algebra. Given
another hidden -algebra A, there is a hidden -homomorphism g : A ! F
taking a 2 Ah to the family (over v 2 V ) of mappings C [zh ℄v ! Dv that
sends to A (a). It is straightforward to he k that g is unique. 2
Given a hidden -algebra A, the unique -homomorphism A ! F takes a
hidden state to all its observable behaviors; it an be thought of as evaluating
all attributes for all states that an be rea hed from the given state.

Example 33 For  the signature of X in Example 3, the unique -homomorphism from a X-algebra A to F maps a state s 2 AState into the set of all
assignments of boolean values to all ontexts, i.e., to ea h of the following:
30

getx s
getx putx(0; s)

getx putx(0; putx(0; s))

getx putx(1; s)

getx putx(0; putx(1; s))

:::::::

getx putx(1; putx(0; s))

:::::::
::::::::::::

2
Example 34 A lass of in nite streams of numbers an be spe i ed as follows:
th STREAM is sort Stream .
pr DATA .
op hd_ : Stream -> Nat .
op tl_ : Stream -> Stream .
endth

Here hd gives the rst value in the stream, and tl gives the remainder of the
stream. The nal algebra for this theory is the set of in nite lists of numbers,
and the unique homomorphism from a STREAM-algebra A to the nal algebra
F maps a 2 A to the in nite list of numbers
hd

a; hd tl a; hd tl tl a; : : : :

2
We now show that Theorem 32 generalizes to give nal models for all onsistent
lexi theories. De nedness is exa tly what allows onstants to be interpreted
in the nal model. First, we need the following:

De nition 35 Given a hidden signature , let  denote  with all hidden
onstants removed. Given a -algebra A, let A denote A viewed as a  algebra. 2
Theorem 36 If ea h equation in a hidden theory P = (H; ; E ) has at most
one variable of hidden sort, then P has a nal model, denoted FP , i it is
onsistent and lexi .
Proof: Suppose P is onsistent and lexi , and for any P -algebra A, let
' : A ! F be the unique hidden  -homomorphism to the nal algebra F , made into a hidden -algebra by interpreting generalized onstants
 2 w;h by (F ) (d) = '((A) (d)) for all d 2 Dw ; note that ' is a hidden
-homomorphism. Let FA be the image of ', i.e., fa tor ' as the omposition
of surje tive '0 : A ! FA and in lusive '1 : FA ,! F . Be ause '0 is
surje tive, Lemma 37 below implies that FA j E . Now let FP be the greatest
subalgebra of F that behaviorally satis es E ; in fa t, this is the union of all
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the images FA for ea h hidden P -algebra A. For any equation in E with variables X , be ause at most one variable in X is of hidden sort, any assignment
 : X ! FP is an assignment  : X ! FA for some A, and so FP j E .
For any P -algebra A, we have already noted that FA is a subalgebra of F
that behaviorally satis es E ; therefore it is ontained in FP , whi h shows that
the domain of ' lies in FP , whi h is therefore nal. This on ludes the `if'
dire tion of proof. The onverse proof is like that of Theorem 21. 2

Proposition 37 Given a surje tive hidden homomorphism h : A ! B and
an equation e, then A j e implies B j e. Given    and a hidden homomorphism h : A ! B , then a  a0 in A i h(a)  h(a0 ) in B for all
a; a0 in A.
Proof: Let e be of the form (8X ) t = t0 if t1 = t01 ; : : : ; tm = t0m , and let  :
X ! B be su h that for i = 1; : : : ; m,  (ti ) B  (t0i ). Be ause h is surje tive,
there is some  : X ! A su h that  =  Æ h. Therefore h( (ti )) B h( (t0i )),
and so by the se ond assertion,  (ti ) A  (t0i ) for i = 1; : : : ; m. If A j e, this
means that  (t) A  (t0 ), so by the se ond assertion, h( (t)) B h( (t0 )),
i.e.,  (t) B  (t0 ), and therefore B j e.
For the se ond assertion, by de nition, a  a0 is equivalent to A (a) =
A (a0 ) for all 2 L [z ℄, whi h is equivalent to h(A (a)) = h(A (a0 )) for all
2 L [z℄, be ause h is the identity on visible sorts; moreover, be ause h is
a homomorphism, this in turn is equivalent to B (h(a)) = B (h(a0 )) for all
2 L[z℄, whi h is by de nition h(a)  h(a0 ). 2

Dual to the onstru tion of an initial algebra for a theory as a quotient by the
ongruen e de ned by its equations, the nal hidden algebra FP of a theory
P is the greatest subalgebra of F that satis es the equations 19. The unique
homomorphism to the nal algebra an be thought of as mapping ea h state
to all the observations that an be made upon it. We an get su h a fun tion
for an arbitrary -algebra A by forgetting that ertain hidden elements of A
are named by hidden onstants in . This motivates the following:

Proposition 38 Two elements of a hidden -algebra A are behaviorally equivalent i they map to the same element under the unique -homomorphism
A ! F to the nal  -algebra F .
Proof: This follows straightforwardly from the de nition of behavioral equivalen e and the `magi formula' that de nes F . 2
In other words, behavioral equivalen e on an algebra is the kernel of the unique
homomorphism to the nal algebra [75℄. The quotient under this equivalen e
19 This exists be ause there is at least one model. This issue is given a ategori al

treatment in [88℄.
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gives an algebra whi h is used in [10℄ to de ne behavioral satisfa tion. The
onstru tions for initial and nal abstra t ma hines given in [48℄ are very
similar to those given here, and are perhaps the rst in the literature.
3.4 Bisimulation and Transition Systems

This se tion onsiders the relationship between hidden theories and ertain
lasses of labeled deterministi transition systems: we show that models of
anemi hidden theories orrespond to labeled transition systems that have
been given an additional stru ture to handle attributes, and that bisimulation
proofs are anemi oindu tion proofs.
Traditional state transition systems and pro ess algebras [62,4℄ onsider systems with a single global state and just one kind of data; hen e they orrespond to spe ializing our hidden paradigm to just one hidden sort, say h,
and just one visible sort, say v; thus we may write D for Dv . But to apture the traditional notion, we must dis ard even more algebrai stru ture:
be ause only unary operations are allowed, we must repla e ea h operation
 2 h w;s by a olle tion of operations d 2 h;s , one for ea h d 2 Dw , so
that d (x) =  (x; d); that is, we must x ea h visible sorted argument. This
is possible be ause D  [ ℄;v  [ ℄;v; nally we must also forget the algebrai stru ture on D. This impoverishment means that stru tural fa ts like
pop push(X,S) = S annot be expressed, and hen e annot play the useful
role in veri ation that they should. However, impoverishing hidden algebra
isn't enough: we must also enri h the traditional transition system with an
additional stru ture for attributes.

De nition 39 An anemi signature is a hidden signature with no hidden
onstants and with just two sorts, h hidden and v visible, su h that ea h operation has at most one argument, and that argument is hidden 20.
Given an anemi signature , then a -transition system is (N; Æ; ), where
N is a set (of states), Æ : N h;h ! N is a state transition fun tion,
and is an output fun tion N ! [C [z ℄v ! D℄.
A morphism of -transition systems, h : (N; Æ; ) ! (N 0 ; Æ 0 ; 0 ), is a
fun tion h : N ! N 0 su h that = 0 Æ h and h(Æ (n;  )) = Æ 0 (h(n);  ). 2

In traditional transition systems, what is visible is essentially the sequen e of
transitions, alled a tra e (more pre isely, a tra e is a sequen e of transition
labels). Attributes are not expli it, and are onsidered inferable from tra es.
For example, in a ookie vending transition system, the number of ookies
20 It follows that ontains only onstants, i.e., [℄;v = D and w;s = ; otherwise.
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left in the ma hine an be al ulated from the number of give- ookie transitions in the tra e. Our de nition of transition system di ers from tradition
in having an output fun tion that gives attribute values for states. Our de nition also di ers in that transitions are total and deterministi : in any state
n, a transition  leads to pre isely one new state, namely Æ (n;  ). This is not
a problem, be ause as we have already argued, hidden nondeterminism is at
least as powerful and elegant as standard approa hes; the idea is that instead
of a single nondeterministi ma hine, we will have a olle tion of `possible'
deterministi ma hines.
Given an anemi signature  and a -algebra A, we get a -transition system (NA ; ÆA ; A), where NA = Ah , ÆA (a;  ) = A (a), and A is the unique
homomorphism to the nal -algebra F . Also, any hidden -homomorphism
h : A ! A0 gives a morphism of -transition systems h : (NA ; ÆA; A ) !
(NA0 ; ÆA0 ; A0 ). Moreover, every -transition system (N; Æ; ) gives rise to a
hidden -algebra NÆ , where (NÆ )h = N , and for methods  2 h;h we dene (NÆ ) (n) = Æ (n;  ), and for attributes  2 h;v we de ne (NÆ ) (n) =
(n)( (z )). The following is straightforward:

Proposition 40 The above de nes a one-to-one orresponden e between hidden -algebras and -transition systems. Moreover, every anemi signature 
has a nal -transition system, FT  = (F;h ; Æ ; 1), where 1 denotes the identity fun tion on F;h and Æ (f;  ) = (F ) (f ), i.e, Æ (f;  )( ) = f ( [ (z )℄).
The unique -transition morphism from (N; Æ; ) to the nal -transition system is . 2
Finality of FT  gives rise to the traditional bisimilarity relation for deterministi transition systems, in the same way that nality of F gives rise to the
behavioral equivalen e relation on hidden algebras:

De nition 41 Given an anemi signature , a bisimulation on a -transition system (N; Æ; ) is a relation B  N N su h that (n1 ; n2 ) 2 B implies:
1
2

(n1 ) = (n2 ) .
(Æ (n1 ;  ); Æ (n2 ;  )) 2 B for all  2 h;h .

2
The rst ondition says bisimulations are oherent with respe t to observations
given by ; the se ond is the standard bisimulation ondition for deterministi
transition systems.

Example 42 Let  be obtained from the signature of X in Example 27 by onverting the parameterized operation putx(n; s) into the in nite family of operations putx:n(s). Then one -transition system is (!; Æ; ), where Æ (s; putx:n( )) =
n, and where is de ned re ursively on ontexts as follows:
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(s)(getx(z ))
= z
(s)( [putx:n(z )℄) = (n)( )
Now B = f(s1 ; s2 ) j (s1 )(getx(z )) = (s2 )(getx(z ))g is a bisimulation.
Note that in the hidden -algebra orresponding to this transition system,
(s)(getx(z )) orresponds to the attribute getx in the state s. Example 27
shows that two states of a X-model are behaviorally equivalent i they have the
same getx-values; the relation ' of that example orresponds to the bisimulation B here, and the proof that ' is a hidden ongruen e shows that B is
indeed a bisimulation. 2

The two onditions in De nition 41 state that a bisimulation is a - ongruen e;
in parti ular, the rst ondition ensures that we an extend a bisimulation to
an S -sorted relation that is the identity on visible sorts. This means that every bisimulation on a -transition system gives rise to a hidden ongruen e on
the orresponding hidden algebra, and onversely, any hidden ongruen e on a
hidden algebra gives rise to a bisimulation on the orresponding -transition
system. Many results about hidden ongruen es translate a ross this orresponden e to give results about bisimulations. In the standard terminology,
two states are alled bisimilar i they are related by some bisimulation; in
other words, bisimilarity is a maximal bisimulation, just as behavioral equivalen e is a maximal hidden ongruen e. Indeed, two states of a -transition
system are bisimilar i they are behaviorally equivalent in that system viewed
as a hidden -algebra. Bisimilarity arises from morphisms to the nal transition system in the same way that behavioral equivalen e arises from homomorphisms to the nal -algebra ( f. Proposition 38):

Proposition 43 Given an anemi signature  and a -transition system A,
two states of A are bisimilar i the unique morphism to the nal transition
system (i.e., the nal algebra) maps those states to the same element. 2
In other words, for a -transition system (N; Æ; ), two states n and n0 are
bisimilar i (n) = (n0 ). This is another way of looking at anemi oindu tion: two states of a transition system are bisimilar i those states are
behaviorally equivalent in the transition system viewed as an algebra of a
hidden signature ( f. Theorem 38).
Anemi hidden algebras and nondeterministi transition systems are related
via an adjun tion, giving a `best' hidden algebra with the given behaviour for
every nondeterministi transistion system, and vi e versa.
In an alternative approa h, nondeterministi -transition systems are like transition systems (N; Æ; ), ex ept Æ returns sets of states, i.e., ea h method is
interpreted as an a tion that gives a nondeterministi hoi e of result states, or
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possibly no result if Æ returns the empty set. All -transition systems are nondeterministi systems, if we think of Æ as always returning a singleton set, so
any hidden algebra gives a nondeterministi -transition system, as above. To
onstru t a hidden algebra from a nondeterministi transition system, note
that hidden ontexts (i.e., sequen es of methods) form a transition system
where Æ takes a ontext and a method  in  and returns the singleton set
f( )g. For any nondeterministi -transition system (N; Æ; ), we onstru t
a hidden algebra whose arrier set is the set of fun tions from hidden ontexts
to N that preserve transitions, i.e., the set of fun tions f su h that for all ontexts and methods  , we have f ( ( )) 2 Æ (f ( );  ). This algebra interprets
a method  as mapping a fun tion f to the fun tion 7! f ( ( )) for hidden
ontexts . Transition preserving fun tions from ontexts to N orrespond to
deterministi `paths' through the nondeterministi transition system, so the
hidden algebra we have onstru ted an be thought of as the largest deterministi subsystem of (N; Æ; ). Unfortunately, veri ation will in general be
more diÆ ult than in the hidden algebra setting, be ause uniformities that
might be expressed by equations (or their la k) will be lost in the set theoreti
representation.
To summarize, our main points have been that: (1) hidden algebra generalizes
traditional transition systems to nonanemi signatures, apturing additional
algebrai stru ture of methods, attributes and states; (2) bisimulation is the
anemi spe ial ase of hidden oindu tion; (3) the extra stru ture of hidden algebra makes veri ation easier; and (4) hidden nondeterminism is more
gra eful and veri ation-friendly than that of traditional transition systems.
3.5 Re nement

Hidden oindu tion is applied to orre tness proofs of re nements in [45℄; in
this se tion we summarize some of the main de nitions and results to demonstrate the utility of oindu tion for this purpose. The simplest view of renement assumes a spe i ation (; E ) and an implementation A, and asks
whether A j E ; the generalization to behavioral satisfa tion is signi ant
here, as it allows us to treat many subtle implementation tri ks that only `a t
as if' orre t, e.g., data stru ture overwriting, abstra t ma hine interpretation,
and mu h more.
Unfortunately, trying to prove A j E dire tly dumps us into the semanti swamp des ribed in the introdu tion. To rise above this, we work with a
spe i ation E 0 for A, rather than an a tual model 21. This not only makes
21 Some may obje t that this maneuver isolates us from the a tual ode used to

de ne operations in A, preventing us from verifying that ode. However, we ontend
that this isolation is a tually an advantage. Empiri al studies show that little of the
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the proof far easier, but also has the advantage that the proof will apply to
any other model A0 that satis es E 0 . Hen e, what we prove is E 0 j E ; in
semanti terms, this means that any A satisfying E 0 also satis es E , but very
signi antly, it also means that we an use hidden oindu tion to do the proof.
A more sophisti ated view of re nement [48,92,68,82℄ allows the on rete implementation to rename or even identify some of the abstra t sorts and operations, thus giving rise to a hidden signature map from the abstra t to the
on rete signature:

De nition 44 A hidden signature map ' : (H; ) ! (H 0 ; 0 ) is a signature morphism ' :  ! 0 that preserves hidden sorts and is the identity on
(V; ). A hidden signature map ' :  ! 0 is a re nement ' : (; E ) !
(0 ; E 0 ) i 'A0 j E for every (0 ; E 0 )-algebra A0 . 2
(In the above, 'A0 denotes A0 viewed as a -algebra.) It an be shown that '
is a re nement if all visible onsequen es of the abstra t spe i ation hold in
the on rete spe i ation [76℄:

Proposition 45 A hidden signature map ' : (; E ) ! (0 ; E 0 ) is a re nement if E 0 j= '( [e℄) for ea h e 2 E and ea h visible - ontext , where if e
is the equation (8X ) t = t0 , then [e℄ denotes the equation (8X ) [t℄ = [t0 ℄. 2
Further onsequen es of Corollary 28 an be used to justify applying hidden
oindu tion for proving orre tness of re nements; see [76,45℄ for details and
examples. Corre tness proofs for re nements involve showing that the on rete
spe i ation has the desired behaviour, and generally make use of the on rete
equations.
We are often asked how our approa h to re nement relates to the so- alled
model-based approa hes of Z, vdm, et ., whi h follow Hoare [69℄ in de ning
re nement to be a relationship between two models, one `abstra t' and the
other ` on rete', mapping variables in the on rete model to the abstra t obje ts that they represent. We believe that the often omplex stru ture of the
on rete models, and their set-theoreti nature, make model-based orre tness
proofs unne essarily diÆ ult. Our approa h instead uses theories at both the
on rete and abstra t levels, and does proofs in an axiomati setting designed
to fa ilitate reasoning. In parti ular, our notion allows stepwise re nement
without hoosing on rete representations for variables; su h a hoi e orre-

diÆ ulty of software development lies in the ode itself (only about 5% [8℄); mu h
more of the diÆ ulty lies in spe i ation and design, and our approa h addresses
these dire tly, without assuming the heavy burden of a messy programming language
semanti s. Of ourse we an use algebrai semanti s to verify ode if we wish, as
extensively illustrated in [44℄. Hen e what this maneuver a tually a hieves is a
signi ant separation of on erns.
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sponds to xing a model, and it is good engineering pra ti e to delay su h a
heavy ommitment for as long as possible. Also, verifying orre tness of subtle
representation hanges is often eased by behavioral satisfa tion.
For us, an implementation is orre t if it is a model of the on rete theory,
and verifying this is easier than showing that it satis es the abstra t spe i ation, be ause the stru tures are mu h loser together. The perhaps surprising
fa t that mappings go in opposite dire tions for spe i ations and for models is explained at an abstra t level by the theory of institutions [39℄, thus
demonstrating a natural duality between the model-based and the theorybased notions of re nement.
3.6 Examples of Re nement

We give an example illustrating how our notion of re nement en ompasses
nondeterminism redu tion (as in model-based approa hes { see the dis ussion
in Se tion 2.4, and for futher omparison with model-based approa hes to renement, see [45℄). We show that the two ell theory XY an be implemented
by an enri hment of ARR, a theory of (in nite) arrays; this means that every model of an array yields two independent ells. Be ause initial values for
the two ells are not determined, but initial values for the array are determined, this re nement involves a redu tion 22 of nondeterminism, as well as a
re nement of the data stru ture.
th XYA is pr ARR *(sort Arr to State) *(op nil to init).
ops (getx_) (gety_) : State -> Nat .
ops putx puty : Nat State -> State .
var S : State .
var N : Nat .
eq getx S = S[1℄ .
eq gety S = S[2℄ .
eq putx(N,S) = put(N,1,S).
eq puty(N,S) = put(N,2,S).
endth
*** now the proof:
open .
op s : -> State .
op n : -> Nat .
red getx putx(n,s) == n .
red gety puty(n,s) == n .

22 A tually the nondeterminism is ompletely eliminated here; of ourse, it is easy

to nd examples of hidden re nement where nondeterminism is redu ed but not
ompletely eliminated.
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red getx puty(n,s) == getx s .
red gety putx(n,s) == gety s .
lose

Here the phrase ARR *(sort Arr to State) renames the sort Arr of the
module ARR to be State, and *(op nil to init) further renames its operation nil to be init.
OBJ3 does a total of 28 rewrites for this proof. Ea h equation in the abstra t
theory (the one to be implemented) is stri tly satis ed by the on rete theory,
so that oindu tion is not needed. Some re nement proof that do require
oindu tion an be found on the web, at www. se.u sd.edu/groups/tatami,
and a oindu tion proof that a parallel onne tion of a pointer with an array
re nes the sta k theory appears in [45℄; this one uses a total of 120 rewrites.

3.7 Con urren y

This se tion brie y summarizes work on on urren y in the hidden paradigm,
originating with the notion of independent sum in [41℄, and further developing
in [45℄ with the notion of on urrent onne tion. Con urren y is natural to the
hidden paradigm, in that no order of exe ution is spe i ed by hidden theories;
in parti ular, on urrent exe ution is legal whenever it is possible.
Re alling the ell spe i ation X of Example 3, let Y spe ify another su h
ell by everywhere repla ing X and x by Y and y, respe tively. A on urrent
onne tion of X and Y should be a spe i ation X k Y with one hidden sort,
where the operations of X and Y have the same semanti s as before, but do
not interfere with ea h other. The spe i ation XY of Se tion 3.2 does exa tly
this, ombining X and Y , identifying their sorts, and adding equations to
express noninterferen e.
This is a spe ial ase of a very general onstru tion, whi h also provides for
syn hronizing obje ts. The main result so far says that there is a ertain
`universal hara terization' (in the sense of ategory theory) for th on urrent
onne tion [41,13℄; this is useful for proving general laws about it. Another
result is that a on urrent system is deadlo k free i its on urrent onne tion
is onsistent; this is be ause deadlo k means that the equations expressing
syn hronization do not have any models. Hidden oindu tion is a powerful
tool for proving properties of systems de ned by on urrent onne tion, and
ommuni ation proto ols provide many suitable examples [97℄.
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3.8 Non-monadi Operations and Subsignatures

Rosu and Goguen show in [89℄ that the restri tion to monadi operations (i.e.,
(S2) of De nition 2) is not ne essary, and that many properties of hidden algebra still hold if this restri tion is dropped. Rosu and Goguen also onsider
spe i ations where behavioral equivalen e is determined by a xed subsignature, as in De nition 24. In this se tion we brie y dis uss the onsequen es of
this, parti ularly with respe t to the behavioral spe i ation of nondeterministi behaviors.
The following de nition from [89℄ uses a xed data universe (V; ; D), as in
Se tion 2.1.

De nition 46 A behavioral spe i ation is a tuple (H; ; ; E ), where
H is a set of hidden sorts disjoint from V , and  and  are (H [V )-sorted
signatures su h that     and ea h  2 w;s with w 2 V  and s 2 V
lies in , and where E is a set of -equations. The operations in 
are
alled behavioral. 2
Behavioral spe i ations are like hidden spe i ations, but without ondition
(S2) of De nition 2, and with a xed hidden subsignature  whi h is used to
de ne behavioral equivalen e, as in the CafeOBJ language [19℄. Contexts an
be de ned for behavioral spe i ations as in De nition 5 (but they may ontain
non-monadi operations), and so behavioral equivalen e  an be de ned as
in De nition 24 as equality under all ontexts built from the operations in .
This is used in the following

De nition 47 A behavioral model of (H; ; ; E ) is a -algebra A su h
that Aj = D and su h that A -behaviorally satis es ea h equation in E ,
where A -behaviorally satis es an equation of the form
(8X ) t = t0 if t1 = t01 ; :::; tm = t0m
i for every assignment  : X ! A su h that  (ti )   (t0i ) for i = 1; : : : ; m
we have  (t)   (t0 ). 2

One onsequen e of using a hidden subsignature  to de ne behavioral equivalen e is that equational dedu tion is no longer sound (unless hidden oindu tion or some other method has shown that  is behavioral -equivalen e for
all models of the behavioral spe i ation). To see this, onsider the nondeterministi sta ks of Example 17, and suppose that the subsignature  ontains
only the operations top and pop. This means that two states of a sta k are
behaviorally -equivalent i their tops are equal, the tops of their pops are
equal, and so on. Any model of the spe i ation will satisfy the equation
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pop push empty = empty

in all ontexts built from top and pop, but not ne essarily in ontexts ontaining push. For example, the equation
top push pop push empty = top push empty

(2)

follows from the above equation by equational dedu tion; however, it is not
-behaviorally satis ed by all models of the behavioral spe i ation. This is
be ause (2) is just the rst equation in the ontext top push z , whi h is not
a - ontext.
An expli it ounterexample is given by a model A where ASta k is !  ! , i.e.,
pairs onsisting of a list of numbers and a number. Then de ne top(l; n) to
be the rst element of l (and 0 if l is empty), pop(l; n) = (l0 ; n), where l0 is the
tail of l (or the empty list if l is empty), push(l; n) = (l0 ; n + 1), where l0 is l
with n added at the start, and empty = ([ ℄; 0). In this model, the left side of
equation (2) is 1, while the right side is 0.
In terms of the dis ussion of nondeterminism in Se tion 2.4, this model `nondeterministi ally' pushes a value onto a sta k by ` hoosing' ever larger numbers,
by in rementing by one. It is not a hidden model in the sense of De nition 5,
pre isely be ause it does not satisfy equation (2); however, it is a behavioral
model a ording in the sense of De nition 47. We an see therefore that Rosu
and Goguen's de nitions allow a stri tly larger lass of models, and that these
models allow a form of `internal' nondeterministi hoi e, insofar as they need
not satisfy (2). We an des ribe this equation intuitively as follows: Start
with the empty sta k, and then nondeterministi ally push some number onto
the sta k; all this number n. This gives us the right side of (2). Now pop
this number from the sta k, and again nondeterministi ally push some number onto the sta k; the equation says that the number hosen must be n. By
relaxing the de nition of satisfa tion of equations su h as (2), De nition 47
allows models that are free to pi k any number to push onto the sta k the
se ond time.
3.9 A Categori al Hat Tri k

Those who are antagonisti to and/or ignorant about ategory theory should
skip this subse tion. The remaining readers will nd here a very brief but
elegant proof of Theorem 26. In a sense, this proof generalizes the well known
onstru tion of a minimal ma hine as the quotient of the term algebra by the
behavioral equivalen e relation (usually alled the Nerode equivalen e in that
ontext) [78,75℄.
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Given a hidden theory (; E ) and an (; E )-algebra A, let h : A ! F be
the unique homomorphism to the nal  -algebra F . We an fa tor h as i Æ j
where j is surje tive and i is inje tive. Now let C denote the ategory of all
fa torizations f Æ e of h where e is surje tive. Then the fa torization i Æ j is
nal in C and therefore has no proper quotients. This is the same as saying
that the ongruen e de ned by (the kernel of) j is maximal on A . Thus we
have proved Theorem 26 for the ase  = ; but the general ase now follows,
be ause any -algebra is also a -algebra.

4 Con lusions and Futures
Although the hidden agenda dis losed here is very ambitious, we hope to have
given eviden e that it is feasible to meet its goals, and indeed that mu h
of the ne essary groundwork has already been done. We admit it is surprising that the hidden approa h is both more general and more e e tive (in
regard to proofs) than the traditional pro ess algebra and transition system
approa hes, but it really does seem that the `simpli ations' introdu ed by
these approa hes a tually make many proofs more diÆ ult. It is perhaps even
more surprising that while we initially fo used on the obje t paradigm, we
ould not avoid the onstraint, logi , and on urrent paradigms, nor nondeterminism and in nite data values. Moreover, by using the module system
of parameterized programming (see Appendix B), we an obtain the power
of higher order fun tional programming in a rst order setting. Of ourse, a
great deal of work must still be done to meet the hallenge set by the enormous
e orts that the more established approa hes have already put into exploring
appli ations and developing me hani al support.
We feel that hidden algebra is a natural next step in the evolution of algebrai
spe i ation, arrying forward the intentions of its founders in a simple and
elegant way to the realities of modern software. Initial algebra semanti s remains appropriate for data values, but hidden algebra allows us to also handle
systems of obje ts (abstra t ma hines), on urren y, onstraints, streams, existential queries, and more; we wish to further explore this potent ombination
of paradigms, and apply it to further problems of real pra ti al value.
We are experimenting with ways to organize hidden proofs as a tive websites,
using html, Java, JavaS ript, et ., produ ed by a proof assistant um website
generator alled Kumo [56,55℄, whi h provides dire t support for hidden oindu tion and automati ally generates an entire website for a proof, in luding
exe utable OBJ3 proof s ores, and links to ba kground material and explanation pages. We are onsidering integrating Kumo with de ision methods for
spe ial domains beyond anoni al term rewriting theories, su h as Presburger
arithmeti . Another topi is tra eability, whi h is very important when on42

stru ting omplex new proofs; we will explore use of the
tool [84℄ for this purpose.

toor

hypermedia

We have generally talked as if hidden theories are only used for spe i ation.
But theories an be dire tly exe uted under ertain restri tions on the form of
equations, as already implemented in OBJ, Eqlog and foops. Therefore hidden theories an be used dire tly for small and medium sized appli ations, as
well as for prototyping of large appli ations. It would be worthwhile developing
tool support for this.
This paper restri ts attention to hidden many sorted algebra. The extension
to hidden order sorted algebra is not really diÆ ult, but it annot be trivial,
be ause it overs nonterminating systems, partial re ursive fun tions, multiple
inheritan e, error de nition and handling, oer ion, overwriting, multiple representation, and more; many details appear in [76℄, but there is still more work
to be done. We also wish to further explore onne tions with other approa hes,
in luding oalgebra and on urrent logi programming.
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A Using OBJ3 for Hidden Algebrai Proofs
OBJ3 does just two kinds of omputation: redu tion with rewrite rules, and
general equational reasoning; these are implemented by its redu e and apply
ommands, respe tively. When ombined with OBJ3's de larative apabilities,
these omputations support a surprisingly wide range of proof te hniques,
in luding reasoning for loose, initial, and hidden semanti s, as dis ussed in the
following subse tions. Perhaps the easiest way to explain how this works is to
expli ate the various logi al relations involved; we will see that there are many
of them. (This dis ussion requires a slightly more sophisti ated understanding
of algebra than is assumed in most of the body of this paper.)
A.1 Loose Semanti s

Under loose semanti s, we have the beautiful situation des ribed by Birkho 's
Theorem [7℄, that an equation is true for all models i it is provable by equational dedu tion. In parti ular, anything provable by redu tion is true of all
models. Although the onverse does not hold and redu tion is in omplete,
redu tion has the tremendous advantage of being totally automati . This is
important be ause even fairly simple problems an require a few hundred dedu tions. Applying a non-rewrite equation requires user ontrol, to hoose
values for variables and the pre ise point of appli ation; this an get tedious.
Even though OBJ3 does allow sophisti ated ombinations of appli ation and
rewriting (see Se tion 5.5 of [61℄), it is lear that users will always prefer proofs
by pure rewriting if they are possible.
Now let's introdu e our rst relation: let t = t0 mean that the equation an
be dedu ed using equational reasoning; more expli itly, we an write T `
(8X ) t = t0 , where T is an equational theory. Here we are in the domain of
general equational reasoning; note that OBJ3 also uses the equality sign to
separate the two terms of an equation.
 0
 0
Se ond, t !
t , or more expli itly T ` (8X ) t !
t , means that t rewrites to t0 ,
where all equations in T must be rewrite rules. When a spe i ation onsists
of rewrite rules, and when only rewriting is to be used for proofs, it would
make sense to use the notation ! for equations in T instead of =, be ause

then !
is the transitive and re exive losure of our third relation !, whi h
indi ates one step rewriting. No spe ial properties of T , su h as Chur h-Rosser
or termination, are needed for these relations, only that T onsists of rewrite
rules 23. This is the domain of Meseguer's rewriting logi [77℄. In pra ti e, OBJ
23 OBJ3 is more general than this, be ause it supports rewriting modulo asso iativ-

ity, ommutativity and/or identity.
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spe i ations nearly always onsist of rewrite rules, even though this is far from
a theoreti al ne essity. The relation = is the transitive, re exive, symmetri
losure of !, and thus goes beyond rewriting logi .
Fourth, let t == t0 mean that t; t0 both have normal forms under T , and that
these forms are identi al; if t == t0 is true, then t and t0 rewrite to the same
term, so that an equational proof for t = t0 exists; but if t == t0 is false, then
we don't know whether or not t = t0 holds. Note also that t == t0 an fail to
have a value be ause of non-termination.
 0
To summarize, t ! t0 implies t !
t , whi h implies t == t0 if t0 has a normal
form, and ea h of these implies t = t0 . None of these impli ations an be
reversed.

A.2 Initial Semanti s

Under initial semanti s, the intended interpretation of a spe i ation T is the
lass of its initial models. For equational logi , we know that su h models
always exist, and moreover that they are all isomorphi [58℄. Stri tly speaking, OBJ3 makes no spe ial omputational provision for initial semanti s;
however it does allow users to de lare their intention that ertain spe i ations should be interpreted initially instead of loosely, by using the keyword
pair obj...endo instead of the pair th...endth. Although it would make no
omputational di eren e at all if this onvention were reversed, ertain omputations have a di erent signi an e under initial semanti s than they would
under loose semanti s. In parti ular, if T is anoni al, i.e., both Chur h-Rosser
and terminating, then for t; t0 ground terms, t == t0 i t = t0 holds in the initial
algebra; that is, == gives a de ision pro edure for initial ground equational satisfa tion, and it de ides disequality as well as equality. But redu tion annot
prove all the equations that are true in initial models; indu tive proofs are
more powerful, are valid, and are often ne essary.
All of the proof methods dis ussed in the previous subse tion for loose semanti s are still valid for initial semanti s, sin e they are valid for all models, and
so ertainly for initial models. Indu tive proofs are also valid without any assumptions on the form of equations, although su h assumptions may of ourse
fa ilitate omputations for the base and step ases of an indu tion.
We now introdu e some more relations: let t 
= t0 mean D j= (8X ) t = t0 , where
D is an initial T -algebra; we may also write this as T j= (8X ) t 
= t0 , or even
(as in [37℄) T j
= (8X ) t = t0 . The important fa t that reasoning te hniques for
loose semanti s are still valid is expressed by the assertion t = t0 implies t 
= t0 .

So in parti ular, t == t0 implies t 
= t0 , and also of ourse t ! t0 implies t 
= t0 .
But more than this, we an use `indu tive lemmas' in these loose dedu tions;
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that is, if we have previously proved t1 
= t2 using indu tion, and if t1 = t2
is a rewrite rule, then we an add t1 ! t2 to T in omputing t == t0 . Let us
(somewhat informally, sin e it doesn't indi ate exa tly what set T 0 of rewrite
rules is involved, ex ept that T  T 0  T h(D), where T h(D) denotes the
set of all equations true of D) write t 
=
= t0 for proofs done this way; and

0
similarly, let us write t > t for proofs by redu tion that may use indu tive
lemmas. Then we have t > t0 implies t 
=
= t0 if t0 has a normal form, and t > t0
and t 
= t0 . These relations represent the most onvenient
=
= t0 both imply t 
way to do many indu tive arguments.
A.3 Hidden Semanti s

A hidden spe i ation is a loose prote ting extension (be ause j is de ned
in terms of j=) of an initially interpreted subtheory; let T denote the entire
theory and let TD denote its initial subtheory. Under this de nition, hidden
models are te hni ally (loose) models of T su h that when restri ted to the
signature D of TD they are an initial model of TD ; but be ause all initial
models are isomorphi , there is no loss of generality if we assume, as in the
body of this paper, that the restri tion to D is some parti ular initial model
D of TD .
Now more relations: behavioral equality, t  t0 , is as in De nition 5; we may
also write T j= (8X ) t  t0 , or even T j (8X ) t = t0 . On e again, it is
important to note that loose reasoning is valid; in other words t = t0 implies
 0
t  t0 . Therefore t == t0 implies t  t0 , and t !
t implies t  t0 . Moreover, we
an use `behavioral lemmas' about hidden sorts and indu tive lemmas about
visible sorts in su h loose dedu tions: if we have previously shown t1  t2 or
t1 
= t2 , and if t1 = t2 is a rewrite rule, then we an add t1 ! t2 to T in
omputing t  t0 . That indu tive assertions about the data subtheory an be
used in behavioral proofs is expressed by saying t 
= t0 implies t  t0 , provided
t; t0 are of visible sort whenever we write t 
= t0 . In fa t, indu tive lemmas about
data are often needed in behavioral proofs. Let us (again somewhat informally,
sin e it doesn't say exa tly what rewrite rules are involved) indi ate this kind

of dedu tion by writing t  t0 , and let us similarly write t > t0 for proofs by

redu tion that may use behavioral and indu tive lemmas. Then t > t0 implies
t  t0 implies t  t0 ; these relations often represent the most onvenient way
to arry out behavioral proofs, often as part of some oindu tion.
The oÆ ial OBJ3 syntax does not allow de laring some sorts to be hidden.
Although it would be easy to modify the syntax, there is no ompelling reason to do so, be ause (1) just as with the distin tion between obj...endo and
th...endth, it would have no omputational e e t, and (2) it is easy to introdu e a notational onvention that serves the same purpose, whi h after all
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is just to de lare user intentions. In fa t, we did introdu e su h a onvention:
that all new sorts de lared in theory modules ontaining the line pr DATA are
hidden, and all the sorts de lared in DATA are visible.
A.4 Dis ussion

In doing oindu tive proofs within the hidden onventions suggested above,
there are just two kinds of sort, hidden and visible; therefore the two kinds of
omputation that OBJ3 provides (rewriting and general equational reasoning)
are always valid, be ause they are valid for ea h kind of sort separately. However, be ause indu tion is only valid for visible (data) sorts and oindu tion is
only valid for hidden sorts, some mental dis ipline is ne essary in using OBJ3
this way; it is ne essary to keep tra k of the signi an e of omputations based
on onventions that do not a tually e e t the out ome of the omputations.
Under this dis ipline, many assertions that would otherwise have to be made
outside OBJ an be seen as assertions within OBJ. The fa t that nearly all
the relations that we have so arefully distinguished in our theoreti al disussion above, are denoted by the same symbol in OBJ3 syntax, namely =,
makes more sense than seems reasonable at rst, be ause of its onvenien e,
and be ause of the in lusions among these relations dis ussed above.
Turning a bit towards philosophy, we note that a me hani al theorem prover
does not know what it is doing (nor does any program, nor any omputer);
the meaning of a omputation an only an supplied by a user, based on
information about its ontext.

B Modularity, Inheritan e and Multiple Paradigms
Our approa h to modularity assumes that signatures, models and axioms satisfy ertain natural onditions that de ne a so- alled institution 24 [39,20,60℄.
This gives the powerful module fa ilities of parameterized programming [29,31℄,
in luding generi modules that take other modules as parameters that may
themselves be parameterized, module expressions that say how to inter onne t
and/or modify 25 modules taking proper a ount of their parameterization and
of modules that they inherit, and mu h more [29℄.
24 For this, we must use (hidden) signature morphisms [41℄, rather than (hidden)

signature maps (see De nition 44); this is appropriate be ause signature morphisms
are used for horizontal stru ture, whi h is what modularity provides, whereas signature maps are used for verti al stru ture ([38℄ introdu ed this distin tion between
verti al and horizontal stru ture).
25 As does the phrase *(sort Arr to State) in Se tion 3.6.
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An analogy with fun tional programming may help [9℄: modules are like fun tions, with theories as their types; then evaluating a well-typed module expression yields a new module, just as evaluating a well-typed fun tional expression
yields a new fun tion. In fa t, parameterized programming gives the power of
higher order fun tional programming in a purely rst order setting, whi h
makes it easier to do proofs and to write programs [30℄.
Parameterized programming also allows integrating spe i ations with exeutable ode, where the former is in a spe i ation language and the latter is
in a onventional programming language 26. In this ase, exe uting a module
expression builds new exe utable ode with its spe i ation; the ode may
be in both textual and ompiled exe utable forms. This is implemented in
lileanna [60℄, a module inter onne tion language for Ada, whi h extends
parameterized programming with a information hiding like that in hidden algebra. lileanna [28,95,60℄ has also shown that this an have pra ti al bene t
for real problems ( ight ontrol software for heli opters). Parameterized programming was rst implemented in OBJ [54,27,61℄, and builds on ideas from
Clear [11℄; it has in uen ed the module systems of the Ada, C++ and ML
languages. Re ent work on parameterized programming shows how it an be
used for software ar hite ture [35℄, and how it extends to higher order modules
and views [46℄.
Hidden algebra handles the main features of the obje t paradigm, and even
seems to larify and improve things a bit, e.g., by leanly separating data
from obje ts, and lasses from modules; we have also shown how to add powerful generi modules, behavioral types for spe i ation, and a de larative
programming style. These ideas have been implemented in the foops language [52,57,93℄ and been shown useful, e.g., for implementing a multimedia
requirements tra ing system [84℄. We will not dis uss our approa h to inheritan e here, be ause it uses order sorted algebra, but it is natural and simple,
with sub lasses just subsorts having more attributes and methods [41℄. The
integration of fun tional and logi paradigms in the Eqlog language [50,16℄ has
been extended to integrate the obje t, logi and fun tional paradigms, while
adding the onstraint paradigm [47℄.

26 The idea of asso iating ode, spe i ations, and possibly other software obje ts,

su h as test ases and do umentation, omes from hyperprogramming [31℄.
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